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Design a

bookmark for

your favourite

book

Learn how 

to count to 10 

in a different

language... 

or why not try 20!

Leave a nice 

note somewhere

for someone else 

to find

Pick a 

random object

and write a 

story about it 

coming to life

1 2

20 21

13 14

22

15

25 26Set up a talent

show for your

friends and family.

Why not do it via

Google Hangouts?!

23 24

18 19 Try to say

the alphabet

backwards -

whoever gets

furthest wins!

16 17

11 Make a 

paper kite and

take it outside

on a windy day

 

         Can you find

items that begin

with every letter

of the alphabet in

your house?

Count how many

star jumps you can

do in 1 minute

Draw 

a picture of one of

your friends...

now send them it!

Choose your

favourite song and

make up a dance

that matches the

words

Build the

biggest fort

you can
(safely of

course!)

Give a

compliment to

everyone you

speak to today

        Pick an insect

you see in the

garden/park.

Learn a cool fact

about it

Spend the day

having fun and

spending time 

with the people you

care about most

4 5  Hide some 

sweets around 

the house and start

a treasure hunt

with your family

Write a 

poem about 

Spring time. 

Can you make 

it rhyme?

Do something

helpful for

someone in your

household

27 28 29 30

Look out

 your favourite

clothes and do a

catwalk or

fashion show

3

Have a 

paper plane 

making & flying

competition!

Try new designs

Write down 

10 things you 

feel grateful 

for and why

Find 2 

AMAZING things

that happened in

the world today and

share them

Learn how to 

make something

out of origami 

    Design a home

workout for your

whole house then

do it together -

include stretches!

Help cook 

lunch or dinner

and be proud of

every bite

Rock out to your 

favourite song.

Headbang, dance,

sing, the lot!

FaceTime a 

relative or someone

you miss. Tell them

everything you miss

about them

       Write your 

own inspirational

quote and make a

poster of it to stick

on your fridge

      Choose an

interesting science

topic and make a

presentation for

your household

Bake!

A cake, cookies,

muffins; anything!
(Make sure to wash those

hands regularly!)

C A L E N D A R
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TIMETABLE OF FUN

A month worth of fun activities, games

and challenges that you can take part in

from the comfort of your own home!


